DESIGN LIVING TENDENCY

17.10–20.10.2018

TRADE SHOW OF HOME FASHION TENDENCIES

www.dlt.kiev.ua
The major interior design trade-fair of Ukraine.

The most significant event in the furniture and interior design industry of this country.

A unique platform to present everything needed for the arrangement of a cozy, modern and stylish interior.

Boundless source of interesting ideas, latest trend and tendencies, present-day interior solutions.
WHY EXHIBIT?

EFFECTIVE PLATFORM FOR SALES
IDEAL MEETING PLACE WITH DESIGNERS AND ARCHITECTS
THE BEST PLATFORM FOR NEW PRODUCTS PRESENTATION

DESIGN LIVING TENDENCY:

- fresh ideas, the latest trends, ready interior solutions;
- extensive business program;
- numerous innovative events and projects;
- useful contacts and B2B meetings.

Target audience:
- designers and architects;
- wholesale and retail customers;
- the owners of furniture showrooms;
- representatives of the HoReCa sector.
- end consumers.
Thematic sections:

- Cabinet and upholstery furniture
- Lightning
- Design studios
- Doors
- Wall and floor coverings
- Home textiles
- Window decoration
- Decor & Gifts
DESIGN LIVING TENDENCY 2018:

- 19,000 VISITORS
- More than 300 European and Ukrainian brands
- 18,000 sq.m business platform for interior market leaders
- Unique events and activities for the industry professionals

Expected attendance: 19,000 visitors
Events and projects

Theater of Modern Design:

CREATIVITY AND INNOVATION!

- project - installation of the author developments in design;
- fresh interior solutions;
- creative designers and design studios;
- auditorium for holding master-classes and presentations;
- platform for realization the boldest ideas;
- possibility to test new products.
FURNITURE TECHNOLOGIES, COMPONENTS, TEXTILES

32nd INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION

MTKT Tendency –

- new products on the market of furniture components and technologies, best in terms of functionality and design, models and materials, textures and colors;
- offer products of your company to individual furniture makers and large furniture manufacturers;
- a place where manufacturers in tandem with designers and architects offer original ideas for creating furniture;
- the best platform for planning, obtaining recommendations for improving business in today’s market;
- new orders, business contacts and offers.

Sections:

MATERIALS
BUILT-IN ELEMENTS AND SYSTEMS
SURFACES
SEMIFINISHED ITEMS
ACCESSORIES

EQUIPMENT
TOOLS
CHEMICAL PRODUCTS
MATERIALS FOR UPHOLSTERY
FURNITURE

Visitors: small and large furniture manufacturers, designers and architects, distributors.
Creative space for the implementation of furniture solutions. New ideas, technologies and materials for the creation of various ideas in the field of furniture production and interior. Compact stands, world trends, demo areas for furniture production, an atmosphere of creativity and inspiration.

**CONCEPT**

To present furniture production as simply and clearly as possible for manufacturers, beginners and simply amateurs who want to make furniture themselves (DIY). Get acquainted with the whole range of materials and components for furniture, find a solution and start production with the help of exhibitors.

**DEMO ZONES**

The main component of the exhibition is a demo zone where the visitor can see the whole process of furniture production personally, starting from cutting and finishing with the assembly of the finished product.

*Three zones dedicated to:*
- production of cabinet furniture,
- production of upholstered furniture
- surfaces test-drive (countertops and facades).

**PRODUCTS:**
- furniture accessories
- services for cutting, edgebanding, painting ...
- machine tools, tools, equipment
- materials for furniture (stone, wood, textiles, leather)
- facades / films

**VISITORS**
- individual producers
- designers / architects
- large and medium-sized furniture manufacturers
- Amateurs who want to make furniture themselves (DIY)

**TOTAL EXPECTED VISITORS**

17 000 VISITORS
CONTACTS:

www.dlt.kiev.ua

Tel./fax: +38 (044) 461-99-55, e-mail: furniture@kmkya.kiev.ua

VENUE: INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION CENTRE
15, Brovarsky Avenue, Kyiv, Ukraine (Levoberezhnaya metro station)